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Discussion

DR M. K. WILLIAMS: Dr Moore's paper is a little con-
fusing. It seems to me that the hypothesis that the
association between soft water and coronary heart
disease may be due to lead, was not disproved by his
data. His data tended to confirm that there might be
such a causal relationship but there have been mortality
studies on lead workers, notably by Dingwall, Fordyce
and Lane, which were followed up by data from Mal-
colm and recently by Tabershaw and Cooper in the
States, who did not find any association between lead
in lead workers and coronary heart disease. Their C.H.D.
mortality was no different from the control population.
I wonder if Dr Moore would care to comment on this?
DR. M. R. MOORE: I am not suggesting that our study

is sure that lead is the factor which would cause myo-
cardial infarction. I said I am suggesting from these
studies that lead might be one causative factor that may
be associated with cardiovascular mortality in soft water
areas. The studies on lead workers reveal very much
higher levels of lead exposure than would be associated
with environmental levels, it is environmental levels that
I am talking about in this study.

In consequence, it may in fact be a function of exposure
to environmental levels of lead than to poisoning levels
of lead.
DR WILLIAMS: That would seem to be an inverse dose

response relationship.
CHAIRMAN: If you look at coronary artery disease there

is a multiplicity of associated factors-genetic, nutritional,
smoking-these are all factors. I think the data only
show that in soft water areas the mortality rate is greater
than in hard water areas. The incidence of ischaemic
heart disease is not the thing in question.

In dealing with the soft water areas one is dealing with
a whole population of people who are much wider than
the selective population of lead workers. There the lead
worker is a sort of homo plumbiensis who is quite different
from the range of subjects on whom is based the observa-
tion that there is an increased mortality in ischaemic
heart disease in soft water areas.

It is just possible that factors associated with soft
water, of which lead may be one, may make the con-
ducting mechanisms of the heart particularly prone to
arrhythmia, which is the most important cause of sudden
death in myocardial infarction.
DR J. DOSSET: As a pathologist, I find that I can

equate the deaths I find in post mortem with the ischaemic
elements of heart disease and the amount of myocardial
damage is directly associated with that, and so is the rate
of death. I fail to see how Dr Moore's experiments can
possibly be related to cardiovascular disease of ischaemic
origin.
DR WILLIAMS: In the mortality studies done in our

Company, lead workers were compared with non-lead

workers. There is no great distinction in the selection of
these two groups.

Since the lead workers did not have an increased
mortality from the heart disease over the non-lead
workers from the same Company, from the same area
and drinking the same water, and so on, it would seem
that this is extremely good evidence that lead is not a
factor in the multifactorial disease of coronary heart
disease.
CHAIRMAN: There are a number of people who do die

from ischaemic heart disease, who for example have
much less histopathological changes, and less ECG
changes than people who survive; just as there are sub-
jects with abnormal ECG characteristics of ischaemia,
who do not complain of angina. Beside the essential
factors which have already been identified as associated
with ischaemic heart disease and its mortality, there must
be others that we have not yet identified.
A PARTICIPANT: The answer here is sheer philosophy.

We were dealing with the experiments which Dr Moore
had carried out on heart muscle in which he did not
include any reference at all to atheroma or experiments
on how that was produced.
DR MOORE: These experiments were not examining

the presence or absence of atheroma. They did, however,
show mitochondrial damage, and it is well known that
mitochondrial damage and interference with mitochon-
drial respiration lead to a biochemical ischaemia. In the
situation where there is a compounding of such ischae-
mia, with that produced by atheromatous occlusion of
the coronary arteries, which could account for the
observed increase in mortality.
PROFESSOR P. J. LAWTHER: I was wondering whether

the changes mentioned by Dr Moore have any relation
to cardiomyopathy. It is not generally in the textbooks of
cardiology that lead is a cause of cardiomyopathy, but
I did have a patient not long ago, who had some of the
symptoms of lead intoxication, but with a relatively low
blood lead. During the course of his illness, he showed
cardiac dilatation and electrocardiographic and clinical
evidence of a cardiomyopathy. From an aetiological
point of view it would not seem unreasonable to assume
that since lead can produce a myopathy in the skeletal
muscles it could produce cardiomyopathy. It might well
be that the deaths attributed to myocardial ischaemia
and some of these coronary deaths might be related more
to cardiomyopathy than ischaemia.
DR MOORE: There was a recent publication on this

subject, called 'Lead-induced cardiomyopathy), published
about two weeks ago by Asokan (1974).*
PROFESSOR D. BRYCE-SMITH: It may be significant if the

* S. K. Asokan (1974) Journal of Laboratory and Clinical
Medicine, 84, 20.
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essential difference between Dr Moore's experiments on
rats and industrial experience with occupationally ex-
posed lead workers is that the rats are exposed to lead
since birth, whereas lead workers presumably will not
join the industry normally much before the age of
twenty. We should be very careful about drawing com-
parisons between occupationally exposed industrial
populations who might have had quite a normal first
20 years of life with respect to lead and those persons in
the general population who may have been over-exposed
during earliest infancy and indeed perhaps in utero.
A PARTICIPANT: Dr Smith showed curves very similar

to the calcium washout curve which we described. The
only difference is that we usually get three exponentials
when we use suspensions which contain mitochondria
but when we use red cells there are two. He showed us
nicely that the uptake of lead is not very much affected
by change in temperature. Now, that is the same case for
calcium but he did not show us what would be the effects
of various factors in the efflux of lead from the cells. It
could be affected by temperature, metabolic inhibitors,
substances like phosphate, which we found to increase
the uptake in the liver cells of calcium and also present
in this efflux. The point I was trying to reach is whether
calcium and lead are really transported by the same
system, and whether one could overcome the transport
of lead either by raising or decreasing the extracellular
calcium concentration. He used calcium EDTA but this
is not the proper way of doing it because calcium EDTA
is in fact not available for the cell.
DR A. SMITH: The temperature effect was only a

chance discovery. We found no difference in the uptake

or elution characteristics between room temperature and
body temperature. However, we found that lead is not
so available for elution at 4°C.
A PARTICIPANT: Compartment B is probably cyto-

plasm and compartment A is probably an extracellular
binding site which is cleared quite easily by calcium
immediately outside, while the other intracellular com-
partment is not.
DR SMITH: We are of the opinion that compartment B

is haemoglobin. We had done some work previously on
haemolysed cells and found a strong affinity for lead by
the haemoglobin. In earlier work on lead-treated cells,
we could not find any lead binding to stoma produced
by haemolysis. Of course this is not identical with the
cell membrane, nevertheless we could not find any
binding to the stroma, and we are unable to identify
compartment A with the cell membrane.
DR J. WHITE: Dr Smith, if compartment A is not

haemoglobin nor membrane, yet it belongs to the red
cell, what else could it be other than membrane?
DR SMITH: It could represent other non-haemoglobin

intracellular fractions. Alternatively it could be postu-
lated that it might well represent an extracellular 'shell'
of plasma protein.
DR H. SELHI: The work on haemoglobin is very com-

plex and I would not really like to comment on it. Our
work with whole blood cells and freeze-fractured erythro-
cyte ghosts indicates that lead induces a concentration-
dependent conformational change of the cell membrane.
We feel that the compartments A and B are not really
compartments, but are the cell membrane which has
gone through an induced conformational change.
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